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B1 reading item (from preparation materials, retired from a live test) 
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http://www.britishcouncil.org/aptis-practice-tests/AptisReadingPractice/


Some background 
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Outline of this talk 
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• Glossary – terms used in this talk 
 

• Who are our item writers? 
 

• Different types of specifications for different audiences 
 

• Training for item writers within a Language Assessment Literacy context 
 

• Examples of a specification pro forma and specifications for one 
task/level 
 

• Example of how specifications help in writing and reviewing a test item in 
development 
 

• Where multilingualism comes in: attempts to avoid cultural bias 
 



Glossary – some terms used in this talk 
items  in a language test - questions, tasks 

input text  - stimulus content (reading text/listening text/s, single words or phrases (vocabulary), 

structural/functional content (grammar) 

distractor  - (incorrect) options in a multiple choice test that are meant to be plausible 

rubric  - instructions to explain what the task requires the test taker to do 

target – the response that a test taker needs to give to get an  item right 

lexical profile  / K lists – how difficult a text is lexically based on frequency lists  

Quality Reviewers – people who check that test items meet specifications and are suitable for a 

particular test 

Specifications – “a generative explanatory document for the creation of test tasks”  (Davidson and 

Fulcher, 2007) 
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item writers 
 
part-time writers who are commissioned to produce 
particular test items within certain parameters 

 

teaching or exams background 

 

currently represent more than a dozen countries 

 

Diverse L1 backgrounds 
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What information should specifications include? Why do we need them? 

ALTE - MATERIALS FOR THE GUIDANCE OF TEST ITEM WRITERS (1995, UPDATED JULY 2005) 
 
The specifications which are finally produced should give detailed information on each paper or part of the test. They will 
cover the following areas: 
 

• how long the test lasts 

• what is being tested, e.g. use of grammatical rules 

• how many items there are in each section 

• text types used in input 

• marks given for each item and total marks available 

• total and individual length in words of texts used 

• where and when the test can be taken 

 • format and length of tasks 

• details of criteria for assessing free writing tasks and tests of oral production 

• the focus of the item, e.g. showing detailed comprehension of a text 
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More about specifications 
• Specifications can, and should, be written at several levels of specificity 

depending on the audience, with those for item writers and test developers 
being the most detailed.  
 

• Specifications should provide item writers of various L1 backgrounds with a 
clear reference when they come to produce questions and tasks 

 
• Candidate Guide is a version of test specifications with less detail that helps 

candidates and teachers in preparing to take the test 
 

• A variety of other resources are available 
eg Compleat Lexical Tutor http://www.lextutor.ca 
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http://www.lextutor.ca/vp/bnc/


Training for British Council item writers 
1 selected from a pool of competent education professionals 
based around the world 
 
2 graduate level assessment module face-to-face (in the UK)  
 
3 specific item writer training 
 
4 hands-on training with mentoring and person-specific feedback 
 
5 Commissioned item writers have their items reviewed by 
experienced quality reviewers  
 
6 system will evolve further 
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Language Assessment Literacy at the British Council 
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contracted item writers (as of December 2013) - 30 

Roehampton course - 119 

in-house item writer training - 65  



B1 reading specifications (extract) 
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Extract of Quality Reviewer’s check list 
QR check list for reading 
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B1 reading item (from preparation materials, retired from a live test) 
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Changes made (revised item ) 
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Problems with item identified by specifications 
- Item was too short 

- Overall lexical content was too difficult: contained too high a percentage of 
words from K lists above the correct level 

- Target words included key words above appropriate lexical level 

- Text included structural (grammatical) elements from outside the relevant range 

- More than one option was possible for one of the spaces 

- “the earth moved [7] the sun” – since only one preposition (around) was 
available as an option, does the item test grammatical knowledge rather than 
reading skills? 
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Attempts to deal with cultural bias 

 

Development of on-line space for item writers to ask/answer 
questions and collaborate – exists, for specific training needs 

 

A small team of Senior Item Writers based around the world will 
review items for cultural bias - planned 
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Wiki site for item writers 
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http://bcitemwriterswiki2.pbworks.com/w/page/75751466/Aptis Specifications
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Specifications and test validation 
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Specifications – theory meets practice 

theory 

specifications 

practice 
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Any Questions? 
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Localization requires the test users to work with the 
developers 
Different levels of localization will require different 
amounts of resources 
The greater the differences to the general version of 
Aptis, the more time and resources will be required 

test 
Global 
Neutral 

Locally 

appropriate 
Cost-efficient 
 

Resource intensive 
 

What is Aptis? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review of ESOL Tests and Testing All produced in English-speaking countries Not one test produced locally represented For some tests in the book, this makes sense. many of the other test however, they are not marketed at a specific country or market and are in fact meant to be applied in an “international” setting.



The main, or general version of Aptis was 
launched in August 2012 
test of general English proficiency 
for adults (16 years and older) 
5 components: Grammar & Vocabulary, 
Reading, Listening, Speaking Writing 
Various modes for delivery: computer, 
pen and paper, telephone, 

 
 

 
 

What is Aptis? 



CONTEXT  VALIDITY COGNITIVE VALIDITY     

 

RESPONSE 

SCORING VALIDITY 

TEST-TAKER CHARACTERISTICS 

CONSEQUENTIAL VALIDITY CRITERION –RELATED  
VALIDITY 

 
Task specs: part of validation  
Socio-cognitive framework for language test development 
and validation (Weir, 2005; O’Sullivan & Weir) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The test development and validation draw on Weir’s socio-cognitive framework for validating speaking tests, which is further elaborated by Taylor 2011. This is part of the framework.
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